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About This Game

Runers is a top-down rogue-like dungeon shooter where you explore a vast underground labyrinth and face fierce monsters and
bosses. As the game advances further into the dungeon, you will gather Runes, which will be used to combine into 285 unique

spells. Discovering new spells will unlock their entries in your Runedex; unlock them all! But be careful – if you die, your
playthrough is finished.

We wanted to make a game that had a lot of replayability, customization, and discovery. Almost every design choice we made
focused on furthering those three goals. We want the player to be able to choose the playing style that suits them: long range
sniper, mid range run and gun, or an up close brawler. There are many features to facilitate this level of customization. When

you earn enough experience you will level up and be able to choose from 4 random traits to make you even stronger.

Each floor is procedurally generated, so the enemies, rooms, event rooms, and bosses you face are all randomly chosen, making
every playthrough different. You will not encounter everything in the game in one playthrough, or even five: there is always

something new to encounter.
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Each floor and room is completely randomized – each run will be a different experience

Choose from 20 Races and 20 Classes to customize your runs

Runes have unique stats that modify the spells you create with them

Choose from 285 different spells to build your own unique spell loadouts

Upgrade your spells to make them even stronger

50 different traits to choose from when leveling up

10 procedurally generated floors to explore and fight through

15+ random bosses and 100+ random enemies to fight

Numerous Challenges, Event Rooms, and Achievements to complete

Defeating enemies unlocks entries in your Beastiary

5 difficulties to increase the challenge
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Title: Runers
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
LGK Games
Publisher:
Mastertronic
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2014
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English,German,Russian,Japanese
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While the game itself is fun, it's a horrible port. It's definatly gamepad focused so there's no excuse why the menues can't be
controlled with a gamepad. It's also very poorly optimized.

Don't buy this, buy the excellent Trials Evolution instead, which is a far better game and has all the things this game is missing..
Awesome! Works very Good. Love this Game!. Great game, plus you get to make choices about which group you will stay with
and who you will kill. Not every beat em up has these kinds of choices to make the game even more interesting! This game is a
bunch of fun, you can't go wrong with this one if you like the old school side scrolling games ;). I've been plaing for an hour an a
half and played 4 maps. 10/10. This game is worth picking up for the sick beats alone. Gameplay is cool aswell. Addicting.
Rage.
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Overall great loco. The only complaint I have is how the dynamic brake system works. You have to switch the handle in the cab
from PWR to DYM. Now if you drive using only cab controls then thats no problem, but if you use HUD controls (or a
raildriver like me) it gets pretty annoying. I give this Loco 7\/10, but the DLC I'll give 8.5 because of the rolling stock selection
too.. Severs gone.. video

https:\/\/youtu.be\/yCRfejycO5c

https:\/\/youtu.be\/7TE3oAG8Hw4

https:\/\/youtu.be\/oLR4T4UngUQ. This is going to be a long review. If you only want to know if it's worth or not: it IS.
Alternatively, you can scroll down and read the "conclusion" section.
This review comes from a long time Final Fantasy player and fan, but I'll be as impartial as I can now.

Story:

Mobius Final Fantasy involves the story of the prophecy of the Warrior of The Light in the fight against the Chaos. Older Final
Fantasy players will recognize Garland.
The concept it's not much original, but the events that happen within the story deserves a note: they're pretty connected and the
dialogues are very good as well.
It's also important to progress in story to unlock more single player areas and challenges, which give awesome rewards.

Gameplay:

So far, there are 3 Classes (Jobs in the game) - Warrior, Mage and Ranger - and there are 4 roles: Attacker, Breaker, Defender
and Healer. Attackers can be either Warriors or Mages and they are the source of raw damage. Enemies have an orange bar
below their HP bar, which is their Break gauge. While they have it, they'll take less damage (both from skills and basic attacks),
and when this bar drops to 0, they enter in the "break" state, which makes them be stunned for (usually) 4~5 turns, taking more
damage from all sources and this is where the Breaker role enters in, usually coming from Warriors and mainly Rangers jobs.
Defenders (usually Warriors) are the tanks, absorbing most of the damage from enemies and sometimes even taunting them.
Healers (Mages) are the ones buffing and healing the entire party and even soaking up some damage if necessary.
You start with 3 avaliable jobs: Onion Knight (Warrior), Apprentice Mage (Mage) and Neophyte Ranger (Ranger) and they
evolve, unlocking another jobs. Not only that, but we may find other jobs from older Final Fantasy games, like: Thief, Dragoon,
Red Mage and so on.
The battles are turn-based like Final Fantasy VII, VIII and IX for example. There is no Mana Bar, you use the skills through
orbs you generate. (like some puzzle games mechanics nowadays) It is worth mentioning that you'll generate only orbs that your
Job uses - Every job uses 3 different elements of the 7 avaliable: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Light, Dark and Life.
There is also the Ultimate, which is exactly like the Limit in Final Fantasy VII and VIII and Trance in IX: An unique and
supreme skill. Every Job has a different Ultimate and the bar fills when you hit and take damage.
Your avaliable skills will be determined by your cards, which you can acquire from monsters (weaker versions) or bought from
Ability Shop with Ability Tickets, which is mostly composed of known figures to Final Fantasy players like Ifrit, Shiva, Moggle,
etc. You can get up to 4 cards which will determine your skills. They also gain level and exp just like you and give you different
attributes (HP, Magic, etc) when leveling and they are also separated\/classified by class afinity: (Warrior\/Mage\/Ranger)
You will spend stamina for each fight (they recover when you level up) and you are unable to fight when you are out of stamina.
But you can still join Multiplayer parties if you want some recovery, you only spend stamina in Multiplayer if you create a party,
not if you join them. (you recover 1 stamina every 5 minutes both in Single and Multiplayer, they have individual stamina bars.)

Graphics:

The graphics are great, 4k\/60 FPS and the character details are literally 10\/10, specially if you are a Final Fantasy fan.
The only thing is that sometimes the landscapes are too much in second place because your character is pretty much always
zoomed that the landscapes are either are not noticed or feels repetitive, but they also look very good.
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Sound:

The sound can get repetitive because of the "Map music" which is kind of a short loop, but the battle songs are amazing.
Most of them are fast-paced (usually rock songs that feel fresh and adds an exciting atmosphere) and you can still recognize
some small things, like the cursor moving, that's the same sound from the oldest Final Fantasy games and the traditional victory
theme, of course.

Conclusion:

At first I thought it was a pay-to-win game, because of Stamina and Magicite, (Cash currency) but I was completely wrong. Not
only the game gives you lots of Elixirs, (recover stamina) it also gives you magicite per day.
The turn based battles gives a nostalgia feel while maintaining the modern graphics and interfaces and it's a fun game to play not
only single but multiplayer as well.

Story: 6\/10 - A bit generic for Final Fantasy standards but above average for Online games.
Gameplay: 9\/10 - Lacks a friendlist and Mana would be better than orbs: Even though this is fun, it depends on luck sometimes.
Graphics: 9\/10 - Only drawback is the background, that sometimes needed to be highlighted more.
Sound: 8\/10 - Pretty good battle songs, but it can get boring if you are spending much time on maps deciding what to do, as the
map songs are mostly loops.

Final score: 8\/10. fun, simple. :). When 3 hours slips by you know it's an amazing game. A prune here and there to shape the
Bonsai, then nutrient to encourage growth, a bit of time for maturity and the Devil fruit wildcard for variety. The perfect Zen
game. :) (Blissful smile) *Sideline note, whoops! cut my Bonsai off at the stump,... just grafted onto that and a whole new style
developed. :D. I played this in the beta days. I was sad to see it get decommissioned! When I saw it pop up on steam, I
purchased right away. Good price, and the game is as fun as I remember. It also seems they will be adding more content! I just
wish there was a way to play offline.
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